Press Release

A.R.T. provides two complete modification kits
for the NEW RANGE ROVER
As of now, the SUV tuning specialist A.R.T. from Nuremberg offers two complete modification kits for the NEW Range Rover Vogue: the A.R.T. ROAD BUSTER WIDE BODY and
the A.R.T. ROAD BUSTER STYLE, according to taste and to cause more or less optical
sensation.

Nuremberg, 9th April, 2014. The A.R.T. ROAD BUSTER WIDE BODY is particularly outstanding due to its striking fender flarings. The front spoiler bumper has been re-arranged and designed larger and is equipped with a LED Triple Beam Lighting System that consists of a LED
high beam, a LED fog light and a LED position light.
The side panels with integrated side skirts, the rear spoiler and the roof spoiler emphasize the
dynamic character of the A.R.T. ROAD BUSTER WIDE BODY.
In comparison, the A.R.T. ROAD BUSTER STYLE offers the same features except for the
fender flarings and the integrated side skirts.
From behind, the most impressing feature is the sports exhaust system made of stainless steel
with four hard chrome plated 100 mm endpipes.

As an appropriate wheel and tire combination, A.R.T. recommends for both modification versions the Premium 23” alloy wheel forgeART1 in 11 x 23” with 305/30ZR23 tires or the A.R.T.
classic 10x22” monoART1 wheel with 295/35R22 tires.

The increase of the performance level will be realized by A.R.T.

-

from standard 375kW/510PS/625Nm up to 393kW/535PS/655Nm

-

from standard 375kW/510PS/625Nm up to 423kW/575PS/680Nm
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The 3,0 l TD V6 turbo diesel engine can be improved
-

from standard 190kW/258PS/600Nm to 220kW/299PS/690Nm

The 4,4 l SD V8 turbo diesel engine can be brought up to a maximum output
-

from standard von 250kW/339PS/700Nm up to 290kW/394PS/790Nm

The passenger compartment is enhanced with an individual and luxurious Nappa and Alcantara
leather upholstery, 2-coloured with contrast stitching and artfully manufactured diamond stitching
as well as bi-coloured roof liner. The sports steering wheel with its precious leather cover and the
ergonomical design is another persuading detail that rounds off excellent impression.

The A.R.T. tuning gmbh was founded back in 1986 in Nuremberg and since then has
been owned and managed at this place by Mr. Imre Arva. The company has established itself as a leading specialist for the tuning of exclusive vehicles, especially the
SUV models.
In addition to the corresponding vehicle series from Mercedes-Benz also Porsche
and Range Rover will be refined by A.R.T. by complete refinement packages, each
with extensive ranges of aerodynamic components, exhaust systems, interior in
leather and Alcantara, special modifications, lighting systems, business equipment
and alloy wheels. The A.R.T. program for the X5 from BMW will be presented in the
next few days. The marketing of the products is worldwide, mainly in Japan, China,
Russia, USA, UAE and of course in Germany.
For more information: A.R.T. tuning GmbH, Am Keuper 3, 90475 Nürnberg, Germany, Tel: +49-9128-92 500, www.art-tuning.de
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